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Support the Florida Clean Car Rule
Fuel Efficient Vehicles Will Help Reduce Climate Change Impacts
The Florida Environmental
Regulation Commission (ERC) is
scheduled to vote on October 29
in Tallahassee on whether to
establish vehicle emissions
standards for cars and light trucks
similar to those adopted by the
State of California.

Audubon is supporting a robust clean car rule to
effectively reduce the emissions of greenhouse gases,
which are a principal driver of global warming and its
impacts in Florida.
In 2007, Governor Charlie Crist called for the Florida standards in
Executive Order 07-127. The proposed Florida rule 62-285.400 adopts
the California Motor Vehicle Emission Standards pursuant to s. 177 of
the federal Clean Air Act but provides some differences in how the
rule is implemented

Sign this
Petition
Sign Now

If approved by the ERC, the rule must be ratified by the Florida
Legislature according to a provision of the Energy Bill, HB 7135,
passed into law earlier this year. Given the short time to complete the
rule-making process, if the ERC does not vote to approve the rule
next week, Florida will not have a strategy to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions from cars and light trucks and this is serious considering
that transportation accounts for 36 percent of Florida’s greenhouse
gas emissions.

Email:*

Join Audubon in calling on the Florida Environmental Regulation
Commission to support strong a clean car rule. Sign the petition
below.

Check this box if you
would like to receive
periodic updates or
action alerts

Tell me more

Full Petition Text:

First Name:*
Last Name:*

* Required Field
Sign Now

I support Florida's Clean Car Rule.
I urge the Environmental Regulation Commission (ERC) to
http://audubonaction.org/campaign/support_fl_clean_car_rule
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vote in favor of Florida adoption of the proposed California
Motor Vehicle Emissions Standards in Rule 62-285.400. By
adopting and approving this rule, Florida will significantly
reduce its emissions of global warming pollution. The rule will
also result in more fuel efficient vehicles and significant savings
for Floridians.
Signed by:
[Your name]
[Your address]

Maintainer: Audubon of Florida (FLConservation@Audubon.org)
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